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Create a Logo
Brainstorm three logos for your business and draw them below.  Pick the one you like the best.

REMEMBER: This is all about food, so think about a design that could include them in some way.

food truck
START-Up

List three ideas for a business name and then pick your favorite.

my business is named:
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food truck
START-Up

Using your business name and logo, create three different 
versions of how you might like your truck to look.  

Which version did you like the best? Why?

Why are great designs and logos so important to businesses?

When you design the trucks, think about using different colors or a color scheme that is eye-catching. 
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food truck
START-Up

Using your business name and logo, create 
three different versions of how you might like 
your food truck to look.  

Which version did you like the best? Why?

Why are great designs and logos so important to businesses?

When you design the trucks, think about using different 
colors or a color scheme that is eye-catching. 
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What will your slogan be?

How will your business be unique from other food trucks? 
Why should customers come order from you?

START-Up
food truck

Business Hours of Operation

Weekdays:

Weekends:

How will you advertise your business?

What problems could you run in to?

Think a little deeper about YOUR food truck 
business, then answer the questions below.
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MENU

FOOD 

You will be creating the entire food menu. It will be broken up into FOUR (4) sections:

   MAIN COURSES, SIDES, DRINKS, and CONDIMENTS

Main Courses
-Must include at least 6 options.
-Examples could be: hot dog, hamburger, etc.

Sides
-There must be at least 10 different choices for sides.
-All sides will be priced under a dollar.

Drinks 
-There must be at least four types/styles to choose from.
-All drinks will be priced under a dollar.

Condiments
-There must be at least 5 different condiments.
-All condiments will be priced under fifty cents (or 0.50).

Making the Menu

Each item on your menu will have a specific price, which you will pick.  

Examples could include: 0.25 or .25  
For money it would look like this $0.25 or 25¢
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Making the Menu

first: Directions Read ALL the directions! Not just for the first page, but for EVERY 
page.

Second: BRAINSTORM List food options that could be on your menu.  Work with classmates, 
do research, and find some unique foods to add.

Third: Pick the Menu Make your final food decisions and begin creating your menu with the 
four key areas. Include prices for every single item.

Fourth:  BUILDING Meals You will be making three different meals, each with more ingredients 
added to each one.  Then find the total cost of each.  

Fifth: Combo Platter Create two combo meals. These meals will each have at least EIGHT 
items. Give them a name and find their total price.

sixth: Taking Orders Classmates will stop by your food truck menu and order. 
You will need to find the total price for the meal they ordered. 

seventh: Design the Menu OPTIONAL: Design a menu with EVERY SINGLE ITEM on it-- with prices.
You may use the provided papers or create your own version.

Follow this To-Do List for Making the Menu.
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BRAINSTORM the Menu
List different options for each category. Work with classmates to create a comprehensive list.

Drinks CONDIMENTSSidesMain courses
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Pick the Menu

Drinks Main courseprice
price

CONDIMENTS price

All items must be LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR. All items must be LESS THAN THREE DOLLARS.

All items must be LESS THAN FIFTY CENTS.
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Pick the Menu
All items MUST BE LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR. Use decimal points to show value.  

Sides 
price

Sides
price
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BUILDING MEALS
Pick the specified number of items from your menu and write them below.

Find the total price of each one.

4 ITEM MEAL 5 ITEM MEAL 6 ITEM MEAL

find the total price

find the total price

find the total price
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Combo Meal
Create two unique COMBO MEALS customers can buy. Find the total price of each one.

Each combo platter should have at least six items and feed at least two people.

ITEM                                           PRICE 

Combo name:

ITEM                                           PRICE 

Combo name:

find the total price find the total price
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Taking Orders
Your classmates will be ordering meals from the menu you have created. 

You will find the total cost of each one.

Taking Orders

Give a classmate your menu and let 
them pick four items.  They will write 
the items and the price. The page 
has four order forms to fill. 

You can take all the orders and 
then find the total cost for each. 

OR
Complete each order one at a time.

This is the order form (below).

Mega Meal

If you would like a challenge, find a 
classmate that wants a mega-meal!
Have the classmate add 7 items (or 
more) and you’ll find the total price.

There are two mega-meals per 
page, plus work space.

Secret Menu

If you would like a challenge...this is it.  
You will complete the secret menu.  
This means you can add designer 
drinks, desserts, or anything else.

Then YOU will create your own 
perfect meal and find the total price.

Then see if your classmates can do 
the same thing!
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Taking Orders

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space
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Taking Orders

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space
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Taking Orders: Mega-Meal
Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

If the customer decides that they would like to pay for both of these meals, what is the total cost? 

The same customer now wants you to add a milkshake ($2.87) to the order.  
What is the total cost now?
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Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

Customer Name:

item                                          price                   work space

If the customer decides that they would like to pay for both of these meals, what is the total cost? 

The same customer also wants you to add a milkshake ($2.87) to the order.  
What is the total cost now?

Taking Orders: Mega-Meal
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taking orders: secret menu
All appetizers and desserts 

MUST BE LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR. 

Appetizers plattersprice price

desserts price
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                                   price                   

Meal

     Appetizer:

  platter:

   dessert:

item                                          price                   work space

Meal

total cost:

                                   price                   

Meal

     Appetizer:

  platter:

   dessert:

item                                          price                   work space

Meal

total cost:

taking orders: secret menu meal
Create the perfect meal.  Make one meal with 4 menu items plus an appetizer, and dessert.  Find the total price.
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                                   price                   

Meal

drink:

  platter:

   dessert:

item                                          price                   work space

Meal

total cost:

                                   price                   

Meal

drink:

  platter:

   dessert:

item                                          price                   work space

Meal

total cost:

taking orders: secret menu meal
Create the perfect meal.  Make one meal with 4 menu items plus an appetizer, and dessert.  Find the total price.
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Design the Menu
Your next assignment: create a menu for your food truck business.  Menus are interesting because 
there are so many different ways that you can create one.  Your job is to create a menu that 
captures the food and flavor of YOUR food truck business.  

You’ve created a business name, designed logos, and even created combo meals. Bring it all 
together with a menu that shows it!  How you design and create it is up to you.  Below are the only 
FOUR requirements that must be included, but the rest is up to you.

business name listing of all items of food 
and prices

logo Combo Meals

There are blank menu templates included or you may create your own. Pick which would work best for 
you.  If possible, you might even be able to incorporate some ideas into the 3D version of the food 
truck (at the end of this project).

Before you begin, take some time and look at different types of menus. These could be paper or 
online versions from various restaurants.  Make sure to focus on the design and layout because it is 
important the customers can understand it.
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Design the Menu
Use this blank paper to create a menu.
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Design the Menu
Use this paper to create a menu.
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Design the Menu
Use this paper to create a menu.
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Design the Menu
Use this paper to create a menu.
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Design the Menu
Use this paper to create a menu.
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name

BUILDING A

FOOD TRUCK
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Things To Know

requirements 
list

Your food truck will have 
a list of items that must 
be included.

This will be a list of items 
for the floor plan and 
the walls. You will decide 
where to put everything!

This includes a COUNTER 
and open wall to serve 
customers.

Area & Perimeter

As you create the layout of 
the truck, you will need to find 
the area and perimeter of 
items from the requirement 
list.

Units will be the measurement 
used for perimeter and area.

Example:
-Perimeter is 24 units 
-Area is 26 square units 
 (or units squared).

geometry Design

Use your geometry skills to 
find the best solution to 
fitting all items into the 
truck.

All cars and trucks are 
filled with geometry in real 
life. Use those ideas to 
help you make the best 
choices.

Math is everywhere!

Be PREPARED!
Your food truck must make sense and fit together. 
Make sure you leave space for the driver to drive it!

FOOD TRUCK PARTS
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FOOD TRUCK PARTS
There are four major parts of the truck that you will build and design.

THE BASE 
This is where you 
create the floor of the 
truck.

-The truck base is bolded, 
but the paper is full size 
to help with keeping the 
truck together.

The WALL, piece 1 
Each WALL section 
contains two walls.  

They are folded to 
create the front, back 
and sides of the truck.

The WALL, piece 2 
They can be cut out to 
create a rectangle 
that fits exactly 
around the base of 
the truck.

The ROOF
The final part of 
the truck.

The size is just a 
little large so it can 
sit on top of the 
truck without falling 
apart.

Each of the MAJOR PARTS will be on separate pieces of paper. They can be cut out 
and placed together to form a FOOD TRUCK in the shape of a rectangular prism.  

BASE

WALL

WALL

ROOF
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After you have created the layout, you will have to find the area and perimeter of items in 
the truck. Not all items will be exactly perfect, so estimate as close as you can.

More important things to know.
  

You will design the 
base using a bird’s 
eye view. Imagine 
looking straight 
down as you add in 
the furniture and 
lay it all out.

This is an example of a BASE floor plan. 

Counter
AREA: 15 square units
PERIMETER: 16 units

walkway
What is the AREA?

What is the PERIMETER?

Work Table
AREA: 10 square units
PERIMETER: 14 units

Storage
AREA: 3 square units
PERIMETER: 8 units

Driver Area
AREA: 9 square units
PERIMETER: 12 units

FOOD TRUCK PARTS

Check Out Counter
What is the AREA?

What is the PERIMETER?
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rough draft: Instructions

Refer back to the 
directions and look 
at the examples 
to help you out.

The inside of the 
truck will look like 
the four walls 
have been laid 
down.

This is the BASE 
and main floor.

As you design the layout, you may 
have to turn your paper so the 
drawings match up on each side of 
the truck.

This rough draft will be used as a blueprint and will include all items 
from the Requirement List. The Requirement List will be included on 
the page.  Check off each item once you have included it.

A finished wall or base could 
look like this. Design carefully!

As seen on the previous page.
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rough draft: Blueprints
Create your rough draft of the food truck. Check off each item after you add it to your truck. 

wall

wall
w

a
ll

w
a

ll
driver seat

work counter 

sink

oven

trash can

order counter 

stove top

window over 
order counter

Walkway down the 
middle of the truck.

EXIT out of the 
back of the truck.

cash register

supply cabinet

freezer
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driver seat

work counter 

sink

oven

trash can

order counter 

stove top

Final Version: requirement Lists

Item

Listed below are all the furnishing elements that must be included inside your truck. 
Check off each item once it has been added in your truck.

Walkway down the 
middle of the truck.

EXIT out of the 
back of the truck.

cash register

supply cabinet

freezer

window over 
order counter

completed Item completed
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Final Version: Base floor plan
Convert your rough draft to the final version of the truck.

You may also design the surrounding area, which could look like roads, 
pavement, or something based on where the truck is parked.
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The inside walls of the food truck are where you will continue designing from your floor plan. 
MAKE SURE you keep enough space over the ORDER COUNTER so it can be cut open later.

Final Version: Walls
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Include any remaining items that could go on the roof and ceiling.    

Final Version: Roof & Ceiling

 There is a single row of units that will hang over the side. 
This is because the roof will sit on top of the walls. 

You may cut down the roof sides once you see how it fits on top of the truck.
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driver seat

work counter 

sink

oven

trash can

order counter 

stove top

Walkway down the 
middle of the truck.

EXIT out of the 
back of the truck.

cash register

supply cabinet

freezer

window over 
order counter

Find the AREA, PERIMETER, and SHAPE of each item in the truck.
Fill in the information below.

Item PERIMETER AREA shape

FOOD TRUCK size
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driver seat

work counter 

sink

oven

trash can

order counter 

stove top

Find the AREA, PERIMETER, and SHAPE of each item in the truck.
Fill in the information below.

Item PERIMETER AREA shape

FOOD TRUCK size
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Walkway down the 
middle of the truck.

EXIT out of the 
back of the truck.

cash register

supply cabinet

freezer

window over 
order counter

Find the AREA, PERIMETER, and SHAPE of each item in the truck.
Fill in the information below.

Item PERIMETER AREA shape

FOOD TRUCK size
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building 3D Appliances & Furniture

First: Make sure your furniture size 
matches what you created in your truck.

It’s time to build your appliances by creating three dimensional shapes.
There are two blank graphing sheets provided. 

second: 3D (three dimensional) means 
you’ll have to design on all the sides (or 
most of them).  Minecraft and LEGOS are 
good examples.  

Third: Don’t cut out the net until you are 
sure you have enough. Map out what you need.

fourth: Tape your shapes together. 
You can try glue, but it might not work as 
well.

fifth: DON’T get discouraged! This is a very 
difficult element of design. It will take you a 
while to master it...but you can do it!

For this counter, I would cut out on my 
dotted line and tape the 4 sides together.

WALLS: If you created walls--add those!

you may have a better way to make
3d appliances and furniture.
Do what works best for you!

REMEMBER:
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three-dimensional pieces
Use this graph paper to create your own three-dimensional appliances for the truck.
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three-dimensional pieces
Use this graph paper to create your own three-dimensional appliances for the truck.
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Great work! You’ve designed the inside of the food truck and it is amazing!  
Now you need to make the outside look just as good.

BE CAREFUL with coloring!
-ONLY USE crayons or colored pencils.
-Markers could bleed through and ruin 
the inside.
-Look at some pictures of food trucks 
to see what the outsides look like.

WINDOWS and DOORS
-If you are up to the challenge, try 
cutting out where you have windows.
-Be patient and work slow. 

TIRES and SIDES
-Decide on the tires and where to put them.
-On the side of the truck you can add the 
business name, logo, and other marketing ideas.

FOOD TRUCK Exterior

FOOD TRUCK

Window Counter
-Remember where you will put the 
window counter as you design.
You can cut-out the entire side or 
create a fold up section.
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EXCELLENT! You’ve finished every single thing! 
Now, go back and add the little details.

-supply boxes
-cooking appliances
-garbage can (for the sidewalk)
-tables and chairs
-generator or butane tank
-signs
-hanging lights
-cones
-people

Your options are unlimited, so take your time as you 
create them.  You will be amazed at how much of a 
difference the littlest detail makes.

FOOD TRUCK ExtRAS

FOOD TRUCK

The little details will make your truck and 
business come alive. Add in all the extras 
that you’d find at real food stops.  Here 
are some ideas:

What are little details?


